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Development and utilization of protein enriched feed by yeast 

(Saccharomyces cerevisiae) fermentation in ruminants 
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Abstract 
The two experiments have been carried out to investigate on the development and supplementation of yeast-

fermented cassava chip (YEFECAP) and yeast-fermented liquid (YFL) with coconut oil (CCO) in concentrate containing 
soybean meal or cassava hay in rumen ecology, digestibility, nitrogen balance and feed intakes เท ruminants. This paper 
reports on the progress of the on-going work with เท vivo digestion trials which are currently evaluating the protein value 
of the two sources and their effects on the rumen fermentation, microorganisms, fermentation end-products, blood 
metabolite, nitrogen balance and nutrient digestibilities Based on the preliminary data, the two proteins sources have 
potential protein and feeding values as protein sources and rumen enhancers for possible rumen fermentation and the 
subsequent ruminant productivity. 
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บทค ัดย ่อ 

การศกพาประกอบดัวย 2 การทดลคบทื่อศกพาการทัพพาการเสรินมับเสันบฆัทขีสต์ (YEFECAPWinsSสตหมักใน 
ของเนลว (YFL) ร่วมกับปำมันนะทร้าว (CCO) เสริมในอาหารข้นที่นกากคั่วเหทองบตหริอ มัน!at) เป็นแหล่งใปรตน 
ต'กน๊เวทวิทยาของ2เมน กวามทาม)รกในการย่อยาสั สมคุลในใตรเชนแทะปริมาณการกินไคํอิสระในสัตว์เกยวเออง โดย 
รายงานซน้บนิ๋ใสัรายง)นกวานกัาวนน้าที่ทำสังคำเนนอยู่ในา!จชุมันซึ่งทดลองกงการย่อยาส์ไนต้วสัตา' ไดยทํ)การว้ดแทะ 
สืกพาทงคุณกาของไปรตพจาก 2 แบท,ง และพทด่อกระบวนการบมักในกระเทาะjเมน ชุทนทริย่ แทผท๊ตคุดน้าขจาท 
กระบวนการหมัก กระบวนการเมดานลชนในกระแส)ล็อด ศนคุทของานไตรเจนในร่างกายสัตว์แทะกวานสามบทใน 
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การข่อขไสัของโภขนะ ชงผลจากการสืกพาและข้อมูลเร่]องต้นพนว่าแหล่งโปรสินจาก 2 แหล่ง พีศักยภาพลามารกโ*เป็น 
แหล่งโปรตีนเศรมเพทเหมประสิทธิภาพ กระบวนการทมักในกระเพาะรูเมนและเพิ่มผลผลตในสัตว์เกี่ยวเอื้อง 

ก่นทกัญ: ยีสต์ Saccharomyccs cerevisiae มันเสัน มันเ8ย์ นามันมะพร้าว กระบวนการหมักในกระเหาะรูเมน 
สัตว์เกยวเอื้อง 

introduction 
Feed resources especially protein เร of prime importance to rumen fermentation and subsequent productivity in 

terms of meat and milk quantity and quality (Wanapat, 2003; Promkot and Wanaput, 2006). Moreover, seasonality of 
feeds have great impacts on availability and cost on production. As the price of soybean meal has been steadily increased 
It is hcncc important to investigate on alternative sources of protein for ruminants. The objectives of these experiments 
were 10 develop protein-enriched cassava by yeast fermentation as well as using fermented-yeast liquid in rumen 
fermentation, microbial protein synthesis, feed intake and digestibility in ruminants. 

Materials and Methods 
Preparation of veast-fermented cassava chip (YEFECAP) 

I. Mixing molasses, water and urea together then add yeast, stir well then adjust pH to be 3.5-5 with sulphuric acid. 

2. Leaving fermentation occurs for 3 days under aerobic condition. 
3. Then add onio solution (2) with cassava chip al respective proportion and continue for 2 more days before-obtaining 
yeasi-femiented cassava chip (YEFECAP). Chemical composition of YEFECAP is shown in table I 

Table 1. Chemical composition of yeast - fermented cassava chip (YEFECAP). 
DM Ash CP NDF ADF 
% %DM 

YEFECAP 85.0 5.5 30.5 9.2 4.3 

Feeding trial I: 
Four, rumen-fistulatcd dairy crossbred steers (-300 kg) were randomly assigned to receive four dietary 

concentrates (Table 2) containing various levels of YEFECAP. All animals were individually penned, while water and 
mineral block were provided as free choices. Respective concentrates were offered at 0.5 %BW while rice straw was fed 
on ad libitum. 
Tl = control (SBM without YEFECAP) 100 : 0. SBM ะ YEFECAP 
T2 = 67 : 33 SBM : YEFECAP 
T3 = 33 : 67 SBM : YEFECAP 
T4 = 0 : 100 SBM: YEFECAP 



Ricc straw intakes were measured during the first two weeks and during the last week, all animals were taken to 
metabolism crates. While on metabolism crates, total collection of feeds, feces and unne were taken. Rumen Fluid and 
blood samples were taken at 0. 2. 4. 6 h-post feeding. All feeds, feces are to be analyzed for DM. ash. DP. NDF. ADF, 
ADL while urine for N and purine derivatives and for blood-urea-nitrogen (BUN). Rumen fluid are to be analyzed for 
rumen pH. NH,-N. volatile fatty acids (VFA) and for total v iable count of bacteria, protozoa and fungi. All analyses will 
be performed using standard methods. Nutrient digestibilities will be determined and intakes be caculated. All data means 
will be subjected to statistical analysis according to SAS (1985). 

Table 2. Feed ingredients and chemical composition of concentrate used in the Experiment I. 

Treatment 
Item 

Tl T2 T3 
UIKS 

T4 
Ingredient 

Cassava chip 66.8 64.5 61.1 58.5 
Rice bran 8.6 8.4 8.2 8.1 
Molasses 2.2 2.1 2.0 2.0 
Yeast-fermented 0.0 7.1 16.9 28.0 
(YEFECAP) 
cassava chip 
Soybean meal 19.5 14.3 8.3 0.0 
Urea 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Premix 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Sulphur 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.5 
Salt 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Chemical % — •/. DM 
composition. */• 

DM 
TDN" 
CP 

89.8 
78.6 
14.1 

86.8 

78.5 
14.0 

81.2 

78.2 
14.0 

55.4 
56.0 
7.8 

' b> calculation L T R S - urea-treated rice uraw 

Results and Discussion 
Digestion trial I: 

YEFECAP contains high level of crude protein (35 %CP) and significantly low levels of NDF (9.2 %) and ADF 
(4.3 •/„) (Table 1). The YEFECAP could be used an a protein source in ruminant diets because of high protein and Its dried 
form. It could be used in concentrate mixture or as a practically direct supplement. 



Concentrates were formulated using high level of cassava chip and replacement of SBM with YEFECAP from 
100 to 0 % as shown เท table 2. The formulated concentrates have good physical appearance and nice flavor. Intakes of 
feeds and some rumen parameters arc shown in table 3. As already stated concentrates were offered at o.s "oBW and all 
cattlc consumed easily and readily which showed good flavor of concentrates with YEFECAP. As could be seen, as levels 
of YEFECAP increased, intakes of UTRS were increased up to 67 % YEFECAP replacemcni of SBM. YEFECAP may 
have stimulated rumen fermentation and resulted in higher LTRS intakes. Ruminal pH were เท normal ranges for all 
treatment groups, while rumtnal NH,-N were increased as levels of YEFECAP replacement increased. These ranges 
(11 .6-12.1 mg°o) were close to optimal levels (15-30 mg%). Ruminal NH,-N were important for rumen microbial protein 
synthesis and these levels resulted from YEFECAP supplementation could improve rumen microbial protein synthesis. 
However, further data are ye( to be collected and analyzed before final conclusion could be made. 

Table 3. Effect of YEFECAP on rice straw intakes and rumen parameters (average of two periods). 
Treatments 

Parameters SEM 
T l T2 T3 T4 

Rumen pH 6.41 6.47 6.50 6.41 0.02 
NH,-N 9.23 11.64 12.05 12.12 0.49 

Urea-treated rice straw intakes 
kg DM d 7.98 8.55 9.10 8.32 0.50 
%BW 2.19 2.30 2.27 2.13 0.05 
gAV t j 9 5 J 101.0 101.0 9 4 J 2.6 

Experiment II: 
Supplementation of yeast-fermented liquid (YFL) with coconut oil (CCO) เท concentrate containing soybean 

meal or cassava hay เท rumen ecology and N-balance in ruminants 

How to prepare YFL: 
YFL was prepared following the steps presented in Experiment I. then added on with coconut oil at ratio 4:1 

(YFL CCO) and heated at 50 % for 30 minutes to obtain YFL-CO-T 

Concentrate mixture preparation 
Experimental concentrates were formulated as shown in table 4 for concentrate I and concentrate II. containing 

soybean meal (SBM) and cassava hay (CSH). respectively and then were added with YFL or YFL.-CO-T when feeding to 
experimental cattlc. 

Experimental treatments: 
Tl = Cone. I * YFL 
T2 = Cone. I + YFL-CO-T 
T3 = Cone. II + YFL 
T4 - Cone. II - YFL-CO-T 



Four, rumen fistulutcd cattle bulls (400 kgs) were randomly allotted to receive the above treatments. All animals 
received total mixed ration of nee straw and with respective concentrates at 1:1 ratio, and were fed at 2.5 °oBW. Sample 
collections and sampling techniques used were the same as เท Exp. I. 

Table 4. Feed ingredients and chemical composition of concentrate used in the Exp II. 
Concentrate Ingredients 

I II 
Cassava Chip 75.0 75.0 

Rice bran 5.5 5.5 
Soybean meal 13.0 -

Cassava hay 11.0 
Urea 2.0 3.0 

Sulphur 1.0 1.0 
Mineral mix 1.0 1.0 

Molasses 2.5 3.5 
Salt 1.0 1.0 

100.0 100.0 
Chemical compositions °'o DM 

CP.% 14.2 14.5 
TDN. % 8L8 79.0 

• by calculation 

Digestion trial II: 
Details of feed ingredients and chemical compositions are presented in table 4. Cassava chip were used al high 

level (75"ท) as an energy source and cassava hay was used an a protein source to replace SBM in addition 10 YFL and 
YFL-CO-T. This trial has been conducted for one month and will continue for 4 additional months before final 
conclusions and recommendations could be made 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
Ba>ed on this preliminary data report of the two digestion trials, many interesting results have been obtained 

especially on the preparation of YEFECAP. YFL and YFL-CO-T and their possible use as protein source for ruminants 
The YEFECAP. YFL and YFL-CO-T could have potential use as runien enhancers and to improve ruminant meal and 
milk quantity and quality Furthermore, they could subsequently reduce the cost of production in replacing conventional 
protein source as soybean meal. However, digestion trials have been on going, more samples and data arc yet to be 
collcctcd and analyzed before final conclusions be made. 
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